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TUNING your UKULELE
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LEFT HAND POSITION
The 

1-Finger-Per-Fret 
Rule

3rd finger, 3rd fret

1st finger, 1st fret

2nd finger, 2nd fret
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RIGHT HAND POSITION 
and STRUMMING

Strum DOWN with the back of your fingernail(s).

Count:   ONE   TWO   THREE   FOUR

This equals “one measure” of music. 

You are playing “quarter notes”. 

Your fingers should be strumming down in the vicinity 
of the sound-hole on your ukulele.

BASIC STRUMMING:

FANCIER 
STRUMMING:

After you have strummed down once with the back of 
your fingernail(s), strum UP with your thumbnail.

This should feel like a natural and connected movement, 
as your hand has to come up anyway in order to do the 
next downstroke. Just let the thumbnail graze the strings 
as you are naturally coming up.

Count: ONE and TWO and THREE and FOUR and

The NUMBERS are downstrokes (fingers), 
the ANDS are upstrokes (thumb).

This still equals “one measure” of music. 

You are playing “eighth notes”. 
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Kookaburra - traditional (one chord!)

C                                C
Kookaburra sits in the old gum tree

C                                   C
Merry, merry king of the bush is he

C                            C
Laugh, Kookaburra! Laugh, Kookaburra!

C                          C
Gay your life must be

C                                C
Kookaburra sits in the old gum tree

C                                         C
Eating all the gum drops that he can see

C                           C
Stop, Kookaburra! Stop, Kookaburra!

C                                C
Leave some there for me       
                                                                                 12





ANTS GO MARCHING
 
       Am                                            Am
The ants go marching one by one, hurrah, hurrah

      Am                                              Am
The ants go marching one by one, hurrah, hurrah

       Am                      
The ants go marching one by one,

       Am                       
The little one stops to suck his thumb

               Am                    
And they all go marching 

Am
Down to the ground, To get out of the 

Am
rain BOOM! BOOM! BOOM!

2.   2 by 2, the little one stops to tie his shoe...
3.   3 by 3, the little one stops to climb a tree..
4.   4 by 4, the little one stops to shut the door
5. 5 by 5, the little one stops to take a dive
6. 6 by 6, the little one stops to pick up sticks
7.    7 by 7, the little one stops to pray to heaven
8.    8 by 8, the little one stops to roller skate
9.    9 by 9, the little one stops to check the time
10.  10 by 10, the little one stops to shout "The End"                  14



ELEANOR RIGBY – BEATLES  (uke)

Am                     Am                             Am
Eleanor Rigby -  picks up the rice in the church where a wedding has
 
F             F
been  -   Lives in a dream

Am                            Am                                Am
Waits at the window, wearing the face that she keeps in a jar by the
 
F          F
door -  Who is it for?

Am                  Am                     F                         Am
All the lonely people - Where do they all come from?

Am                   Am                    F                    Am
All the lonely people - Where do they all belong?

Am                     Am                            Am
Father McKenzie, writing the words of a sermon that no one will

F         F
hear - No one comes near. 

Am
Look at him working. 

Am                                Am
Darning his socks in the night when there's nobody

F          F 
there - What does he care?

            15



Am                  Am                     F                         Am
All the lonely people - Where do they all come from?

Am                   Am                    F                    Am
All the lonely people - Where do they all belong?

F                   F                    Am        Am
Aah, look at all the lonely people 

F                   F                    Am        Am   
Aah, look at all the lonely people

Am                  Am                                  Am
Eleanor Rigby, died in the church and was buried along with her 

F          F
name -  Nobody came

Am                     Am                              Am
Father McKenzie, wiping the dirt from his hands as he walks from the

F          F
grave - No one was saved

Am                  Am                     F                         Am
All the lonely people - Where do they all come from?

Am                   Am                    F                    Am
All the lonely people - Where do they all belong?

F                   F                    Am        Am
Aah, look at all the lonely people 

F                   F                    Am        Am   
Aah, look at all the lonely people
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SIMPLE GIFTS            (traditional Shaker Hymn)

            C                                  C           
‘Tis a gift to be simple, ‘tis a gift to be free

           G7                             G7
‘Tis a gift to come down where we ought to be

          C                C
And when we find ourselves in the place just right

            G7                           C
It will be in the valley of love and delight

  C                      C
When true simplicity is gained

       C                               G7
To bow and to bend, we shan’t be ashamed

        C                   C
To turn, turn, will be our delight

            G7                               C
Till by turning, turning, we come round right          18





SINGING in the RAIN 
(Arthur Freed & Nacio Herb Brown, a al Gene Kelly)
(first vocal note = G, 2 octaves)
 
      C                    C             C                  C      
I'm singin' in the rain, just singin' in the rain

            C             C                 G7          G7
What a glorious feeling,  I'm happy again

      G7               G7             G7             G7
I'm laughing at clouds,  so dark up above

       G7                 G7                 C        C
The sun's in my heart and I'm ready for love

             C                    C          
Let the stormy clouds chase 

           C                  C
Everyone from the place

           C                C                 G7               G7
Come on with the rain, I've a smile on my face

        G7                  G7               G7           G7
I'll walk down the lane,  with a happy refrain

        G7          G7                 C          C
And singin',  singin' in the rain
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GET BACK  (The Beatles) (uke)

G7                                G7
Jo Jo was a man who thought he was a loner
 C                                    G7
But he knew he couldn’t last
G7                                G7
Jo Jo left his home in Tucson Arizona
C                              G7
For some California grass

G7                       G7
Get Back,  Get Back,
        C                                            G7
Get Back to where you once belonged
G7                      G7
Get Back,  Get Back,
         C                                            G7
Get Back to where you once belonged  - 

G7                           G7
Sweet Loretta Modern thought she was a woman
C                         G7
But she was another man
G7                             G7
All the girls around her said she’s got it coming
C                               G7
But she gets it while she can

                           G7              G7
[Chorus:] Get Back,  Get Back, .....                            22
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STRATEGIES for FASTER 
CHORD CHANGES

Detective Work: 
What, if anything, 

do Chord #1 and Chord #2 
Have in Common?

1. Do they SHARE A NOTE?
! If so, do not lift the finger that is pressing down the 
shared note as you switch from one chord to the other.

Example: Am and F:
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2. Can you SLIDE?

! If one finger remains on the same string, even though it 
goes to a different fret when going form chord #1 to chord 
#2, do not let that finger lose contact with the string as it 
moves. Slide it along the string from one fret to another to 
make the chord change. as best you can.

Example: C and G7:

!
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3. Can you STAY in the LANE?

! If one finger remains in the same fret, even though it 
goes to a different string when going form chord #1 to chord 
#2, do not let that finger lose its alignment with the fret as a 
“lane of travel” as it moves. 

Example: Am and G7:

! !

!



4. Can you us the “1-Finger-per-Fret” Rule?

! The “1-Finger-per-Fret” Rule says that the 1st finger 
handles notes in the 1st fret. The 2nd finger handles notes in 
the 3rd fret. The 3rd finger handles notes in the 3rd fret. 
Keep you fingers “in their lanes” as you switch chords.

Example: C and F:

Can you use the “1-Finger-per-Fret” Rule?

27



Practice Chord Progressions: Key of C

1.  //:  C  /  G7  /  F  /  G7  ://

2.  //:  Am  /  F  /  C  /  G7 ://

3.  //:  C  /  Am /  F  /  G7 ://

4.  //:  F  /  C  /  G7  /  Am ://

Practice Progressions Key of C

28



                                                                                



TIPS for BETTER TONE
How to check the tone of your chords:

1. Make the chord

2. Play through the chord ONE NOTE AT A TIME

3. Make a mental note of which notes sound clear, and which do not.

4. Invoke the “Tone Police”  to hunt down what exactly is causing the 
problem. Investigate, using the principles on the following pages.

5. Experiment with making minor adjustments, and figure out exactly how 
to re-work the subtle angles of your fingertips in order to clear up the 
tone of the chord.

6. When you are able to play through the chord one note at a time, and 
every note sounds clear, FREEZE! 

Take a moment to really absorb the look and feel of the exact way you are 
currently holding down the nice clean-sounding chord. THIS is exactly what 
your hand’s physical memory needs to take in, so that it becomes habit to 
make the chord this exact way.
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TONE POLICE: 
How to Chase Down, and Fix, Tone Problems

1. Fingertip Angle:
You want to be sure that you are using the very tips of your fingers to press 
down the notes. Think: a ballet dancer, dancing on point (up on their 
tiptoes). You want a very top-down angle, fingertip to fretboard. If your 
finger is coming in at a slant, it is likely to compromise the tone. 

And if your left-hand fingernails are too long, it will make a good top-down 
angle impossible.

2. Pressure:
If the tone of your note sounds buzzy or kind of dull and plunky, it could be 
that not enough pressure is being applied with your fingertip. 

This could be due to the fact that your fingers are still getting used to the 
ukulele, and are not yet strong enough to hold down steady pressure. 

But it could also be because your fingernails are a little too long, impeding 
your ability to get good solid pressure against the fingerboard. 

Or, it could be that you are holding the pressure in an unsteady manner, 
perhaps backing off a bit once you’ve place the note down. 

Experiment with fixing the tone of your plunky note by adjusting your 
pressure, and checking your nails to make sure they are good and short. 

                                                                                                                 31



3. Position in the Fret Space:

Another factor that can compromise the tone of your fretted note is 
improper position in the fret space. As best you can, keep your fingers in 
the upper half of the fret space (closest to your body and the body of the 
ukulele), being careful not to be on top of the fret wire, or to cross over to 
the next higher fret.

! !

Experiment with fixing the tone of your funky note by adjusting your finger 
position in the fret space as best you can.

4. Obstructions 
When something gets in the way of a string, it will rebel by giving off a 
muted tone, rather than a nice clear tone. 

It may be the edge of your finger touching the string next to where it is 
supposed to be. string. 

Hunt down the obstruction, and figure out what micro-adjustments you 
need to make to fix it. (again, fingernails that are too long can be the culprit 
here, as they make it impossible to get a good clean top-down angle.
! !
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YOU ARE MY SUNSHINE

                       C          C                C         C   
(You are my) sunshine, my only sunshine

                        F       F                          C     C
You make me happy when skies are gray

                     F                F                     C           C
You'll never know dear, how much I love you

                        C            G7            C     C
Please don't take my sunshine away

                  C            C                C         C  
The other night dear, as I lay sleeping
                  F            F             C     C
I dreamed I held you in my arms
                    F             F              C        C
But when I awoke, dear, I was mistaken
          C           G7            C      C
So I hung my head and I cried
        
(TO CHORUS)

                C         C                     C         C
I'll always love you and make you happy,
                 F      F        C     C
If you will only say the same.
                F          F                 C        C 
But if you leave me and love another
             C       G7          C      C
You'll regret it all some day              (TO CHORUS)   34



I Fall to Pieces -   Patsy Cline    

C       F           G7    G7
I     fall   to pieces 

F                    G7          C     C 
Each time I see you again

C       F           G7        G7
I     fall   to pieces

F                G7                 C       C  
How can I be just your friend

          C             C               F                 F
You want me to act like we've never kissed

                   G7         G7                      C      C
You want me to forget, pretend we've never met

               F                  G7            C             C
And I've tried and I've tried but I haven't yet

              F         G7         C         C
You walk by and I fall to pieces
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C       F           G7    G7
I     fall   to pieces

F                        G7                         C       C
Each time someone speaks your name

C       F           G7    G7
I     fall   to pieces

F                G7                 C       C
Time only adds to the flame

      C             C                  F                 F
You tell me to find someone else to love

                        G7             G7
Someone who'll love me too 
 
                     C            C
The way you used to do

             F             G7          C             C
But each time I go out with someone new

             F         G7         C         C
You walk by and I fall to pieces

             F         G7         C         C
You walk by and I fall to pieces                                  36



DOWN BY THE RIVERSIDE   - traditional  (uke)

              C                    C
I'm gonna lay down my sword and shield 

C                    C              G7               G7
Down by the riverside, down by the riverside           

C                   C
Down by the riverside

                  C                    C
I'm gonna lay down my sword and shield

C                    C         
Down by the riverside

            G7      G7          C        C
Gonna study war no more

CHORUS:
                       F                    F
I ain't gonna study war no more

                     C                      C
Ain't gonna study war no more

                     G7      G7           C     C
Ain't gonna study war no more                                 37



                       F                     F
I ain't gonna study war no more

                     C                      C
Ain't gonna study war no more

                    G7      G7           C     C
Ain't gonna study war no more

                C                    C
I'm gonna lay down my burdens
C                    C         G7           G7
Down by the riverside, down by the riverside
C                   C
Down by the riverside
                  C                 C
I'm gonna lay down my burdens
C                    C            G7      G7         C      C
Down by the riverside, study war no more

                       F                    F
I ain't gonna study war no more.....

                 C                         C
I'm gonna shake hands all around the world
C                C           G7             G7
Down by the riverside, down by the riverside
C                   C
Down by the riverside
                 C                       C 
I'm gonna shake hands all around the world
C                    C            G7      G7         C      C
Down by the riverside, study war no more                            38



PROUD MARY  (Creedence Clearwater Revival) 

C                               C
Left a good job in the city,

C                                     C
Workin' for the man ev'ry night and day,

 C                            C
And I never lost one minute of sleepin',

C                                          C
Worryin' 'bout the way things might have been.

G7                             G7
Big wheel keep on turnin',

Am                             Am
Proud Mary keep on burnin',

C              C      C                           C
Rollin', rollin', rollin' on the river.

C                                    C
Cleaned a lot of plates in Memphis,
C                                    C
Pumped a lot of pain down in New Orleans,
C                             C 
But I never saw the good side of the city,
C                                   C
'Til I hitched a ride on a river boat queen.                   39



G7                             G7     
Big wheel keep on turnin', 

Am                             Am
Proud Mary keep on burnin',

C              C      C                           C
Rollin', rollin', rollin' on the river.

C              C      C                           C
Rollin', rollin', rollin' on the river

C                                 C
If you come down to the river,
C                                    C
Bet you gonna find some people who live.
C                                  C
You don't have to worry 'cause you have no money,
C                                 C
People on the river are happy to give.

 
G7                           G7          
Big wheel keep on turnin', 
Am                              Am
Proud Mary keep on burnin',
C                       C 
Rollin', rollin', rollin' on the river.
C              C      C                           C
Rollin', rollin', rollin' on the river.
C              C      C                           C
Rollin', rollin', rollin' on the river  (slow down)    40



You Really Got a Hold on Me -   Smokey Robinson

C                      C
I don't like you - But I love you
Am                                   Am
Seems that I'm always - Thinking of you
C                                       F
Oh, oh, oh, You treat me badly
                     G7        
I love you madly

                                  C                                        C
You've really got a hold on me   (really got a hold on me)
                                 Am                                       Am
You’ve really got a hold on me    (really got a hold on 
me)  
           C                               F
Baby, I love you and all I want you to do
              C                            G7            G7
Is just hold me, hold me, hold me.......

C                      C
I don't want you - But I need you
Am                               Am
Don't want to kiss you - But I need to
C                                       F
Oh, oh, oh - You do me wrong now
                    G7     
My love is strong now                                                     41



                                 C                                        C
You've really got a hold on me   (really got a hold on me)
                                 Am                                       Am
You’ve really got a hold on me  (really got a hold on me)  
           C                               F
Baby, I love you and all I want you to do
              C                            G7            G7
Is just hold me, hold me, hold me.......

C                            C
I want to leave you - Don't want to stay here

Am                               Am 
Don't want to spend - Another day here

C                                                  F
Oh, oh, oh, oh, oh - You do me wrong now

                   G7    
My love is strong now 

                                C                                        C
You've really got a hold on me   (really got a hold on me)
                                 Am                                       Am
You’ve really got a hold on me  (really got a hold on me)  
           C                               F
Baby, I love you and all I want you to do
              C                            G7            G7       (End on C)
Is just hold me, hold me, hold me....... -                       42



STAND BY ME - Ben E. King  (in C)

                  C            C
When the night has come

Am                     Am
And the land is dark

              F                   G7                  C     G7
And the moon is the only light we'll see

       C                  C                  Am     Am
No I won't be afraid, no I won't be afraid

               F                   G7                  C
Just as long as you stand, stand by me

       G7 
So darlin', darlin', 

 C            C             Am       Am
stand by me, oh stand by me

       F                          G7                   C
Oh darling, won’t you stand stand by me

       G7                    C            C             Am       Am
So darlin', darlin', Stand by me, oh stand by me     43



       F                              G7                     C      G7
Oh darling, won’t you stand stand by me

         C                            C
If the sky that we look upon
Am                          Am
Should tumble and fall
             F                           G7                  C     G7
Or the mountains should crumble to the sea
           C                 C                  Am       Am
I won't cry, I won't cry, no I won't shed a tear
              F                   G7                  C
Just as long as you stand, stand by me

      G7 
So darlin', darlin', 

 C            C             Am       Am
stand by me, oh stand by me

       F                          G7                   C
Oh darling, won’t you stand stand by me

       G7                    C            C             Am       Am
So darlin', darlin', Stand by me, oh stand by me

       F                              G7                     C      G7
Oh darling, wont you stand stand by me

(REPEAT CHORUS, end on C)                                    44



THIS LITTLE LIGHT of MINE - traditional

C                         C       C                      C
This little light of mine, I'm gonna let it shine.

F                          F        F                     C
This little light of mine, I'm gonna let it shine.

C                         C        C                     Am
This little light of mine, I'm gonna let it shine.

         C                   G7              C     C
Let it shine, let it shine, let it shine.

                   C                   C   
I'm gonna take this light around the world
       C                         C
and I'm gonna let it shine.
                   F                     F                             
I'm gonna take this light around the world 
         F                       C
and I'm gonna let it shine.
                   C                 C                   
I'm gonna take this light around the world 
       C                       Am
and I'm gonna let it shine.
           C                 G7               C         C 
Let it shine, let it shine, let it shine.                                  45



   C                       C             C                      C
I won't let anyone blow it out, I'm gonna let it shine.
    F                       F              F                     C
I won't let anyone blow it out, I'm gonna let it shine.
    C                      C              C                     Am
I won't let anyone blow it out, I'm gonna let it shine.
          C                 G7               C         C
Let it shine, let it shine, let it shine.

Monday gave me the gift of love,

Tuesday peace came from above,

Wednesday told me to have more faith,

Thursday gave me a little more grace,

Friday told me to watch and pray,

Saturday told me what to say,

Sunday gave me the power divine, and I’m gonna let it 
shine

C                         C       C                      C
This little light of mine, I'm gonna let it shine.
F                          F        F                     C
This little light of mine, I'm gonna let it shine.
C                         C        C                     Am
This little light of mine, I'm gonna let it shine.
         C                   G7              C     C
Let it shine, let it shine, let it shine.                                       46





10 Steps to a Perfect Practice Session: 

  1: SET UP    Grab a straight-back chair, your ukulele and music book, and 
a little privacy (if possible!).

  2: SIGN UP    Set aside your time to practice, and stick to it. 
Even if its just 15 minutes a day. FREQUENCY is key to learning new skills 
faster.
 
  3: SHOW UP    Focus on yourself and your ukulele. No multi-tasking!

  4: TUNE UP    Use an electronic tuner to get your ukulele in good tune.

  5: WARM UP   Spend your first 3-5 minutes or so on finger stretches and 
warm-ups.

  6: PLAY SOMETHING EASY    Get the music in the room. 
Relax, and reconnect with your ukulele. Play “My Dog Has Fleas” slowly, 
and listen to how pretty the tone of the instrument is. Play your favorite 
easy song.

  7: MAKE YOUR PLAN    How much time do you have left today, and what 
do you want to work on? A song? Chord changes? Tone? Strumming?
  8: BUCKLE DOWN   Dig into your first practice song, skill, or topic. Focus 
on identifying the rough spots. Experiment with adjustments in your 
approach to try to figure out how to make the rough spots better.                                      
And then practice the improvements. This is how your improved technique 
gets baked into your physical memory.

  9: NEXT IN LINE?    What’s the next song, skill or topic on your list for 
today? Dig in. 
  10: PLAY SOMETHING FUN     Spend the last few minutes playing 
something fun and satisfying. End your practice session on a high note!  48





MISTAKES are GOLDEN
Take a moment, and bring your attention to your hands, your amazing 
multi-talented hands. 

What miracles they are capable of! Without so much as a thought, you can 
pick up a pen in your hand and fine-motor your way to inscribing language 
on paper. 

Anything at all that you want to say - there it is! 
Pen in hand, thought in mind, pen to paper, done.

Without so much as a thought they can hold a fork and knife just so, slice 
and gather and balance and bring a perfect bite of food to your mouth. 

Without so much as a thought they can drive your car, find the blinker, flip 
on the wipers, turn on the radio, lower the high beam, make the turn. 

Without so much as a thought they can tap out a typewritten version of the 
words in your mind from a keyboard, even peck them out from a mobile 
device skinnier than half a deck of cards.

Never doubt your hands. They are miracle workers. 

Your hands have tied shoelaces, unscrewed reluctant lids from sticky jars, 
hammered nails into solid wood, cut paper with scissors, removed 
unwanted body hair from tender places with a sharp razor blade. 

Your hands are gentle, and strong, and insanely talented. Your hands work 
miracles, and you don’t even need to think about it. They are the 
instruments of your wishes. “Do this”, you say to them, and they do it, no 
questions asked. 

Enormously capable, your hands will learn how to make the music you 
want to play on your instrument too. 

But first, we have to talk about the elephant in the room: Self-Criticism.  50



Let’s just get this out of the way right now:

“I suck. I don’t have a musical bone in my body. I always get things wrong. I 
should have started this years ago. I’ll never be any good at this. My pinky 
is useless. There are so many more important things I should be doing right 
now. I’m too old for this. I’m too uncoordinated for this. I’m too late for this. 
Put that thing away and go do something productive. What was I thinking?”

Ok? Enough for now? 

Now, rip that last paragraph right out of this chapter, and throw it away. 
Burn it, even.

Self-criticism is persona-non-grata in this room. 
Self-criticism is a malevolent saboteur, and nothing more; a demon on your 
shoulder whispering, “fail, fail, fail.”

Self-criticism has one single agenda, and that is to try to talk you out of this 
endeavor. Nay-sayer! 
Self-criticism is not invited to this party, and shall be swiftly escorted to the 
door should it try to slip in and start mingling. 

You: Be the big bad bouncer at the door. Declare self-criticism as banished 
from your music practice, and send it swiftly out of the room, no questions 
asked. No room for negotiation. No last call, no one for the road. 

Out. Now. 

Regroup: Self-criticism has left the building.
Return to your instrument, and carry on.

Here’s what will happen:

You will make mistakes. Lots of them. Tons and tons of them. 
Welcome to the club!
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Your capable fingers will fumble and feel ridiculously out of their league. 
Your capable fingers will search, guess, hesitate, miss the mark. Perfect.

Mistakes are golden! Mistakes are sticky-notes to your self. Mistakes show 
you exactly where an adjustment, a refinement needs to be made. 
Mistakes guide you to towards improvement like your flashlight illuminating 
the next few steps on a nighttime trail-walk in the woods. 

You would never get to be a better player if not for mistakes. No musician 
ever has in the history of the world. Mistakes are an essential ingredient in 
the process of learning to play. 

Welcome them, engage with them, find out what they are suggesting you 
do differently for better results. 

Mistakes are clues you collect along the trail while on a hunt for buried 
treasure. 

Mistakes say “look under the 2nd whitish-grey rock at the far end, and then 
5 paces to the north of, that old broken-down fence down the road, and you 
will find your next clue.” Find the clue, read it, and see where it asks you to 
go next.

Your capable fingers will learn. Think of all they have learned already in 
your life! They are brilliant. So why not this too, this now? They will learn 
this, one experiment, refinement, and success and at a time. 

And then, the day will come when they know. They just know. They get it, 
they learned it, and they can nail it exactly as you wish them to, without so 
much as a thought. 

You and your capable hands are a formidable team. You’ve got this.

Play.

With love, Lisa                                                                                           52





Standard Ukulele Tuning:  G C E A

.
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